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A portable concrete batching plant for sale is batch mix plant without foundation. For this kind of concrete batching 
plant, it can be towed to different working sites by a tractor or wheel loader. For this type machine, the foundation is 
not required. It will save the time and cost for installation. It is a real mobile concrete batching plant. It is widely used 
in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

INTRODUCTION
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CONCRETE PUMPING PLANTS

Portable concrete batching plant is ready for being loaded 
into container

Layout of portable concrete batching plant

1. The structure is compact, and almost all the processes of 
concrete production are concentrated on the trailer unit;

2. No need to prepare foundation, it can work as soon as it 
arrives the working site;

3. Two options concrete mixer, drum type concrete mixer and 
twin-shaft concrete mixer;

4. It can be fit into a 40ft container for the complete machine;

5. Cement silo or cement hopper can be equipped to this 
portable concrete batching plant;

6. The price of this portable concrete batching plant is lower, 
cheaper than the one with double shafts concrete mixer.

Portable Concrete Batching PlantADVANTAGES

Portable Concrete Batching PlantTECHNICAL DATA

Note: HAMAC follows the principle of the perfecting the performance of the products, material and specification may changed without advice. *

Model YHZM20 YHZM25

Theoretical Productivity (m³/h) 25 25

Central Mixer 0.5m³ per batch, 
JZM500 drum concrete mixer

0.5m³ per batch, 
JS500 twin-shaft concrete mixer

 

Aggregate Batching System 3 hoppers 3 hoppers

Discharging Height (mm) 1200 3800
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CONCRETE PUMPING PLANTS
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WHY CHOOSE HAMAC?

HAMAC owns a strict quality control system to select our suppliers, to check all 
the products from HAMAC also; HAMAC does not pursue a high profit, but with 
reasonable profits to cover basic cost and to confirm the quality; HAMAC 
provides our clients with professional exporting service more than products, to 
make your purchase experience satisfied.

HAMAC Automation Equipment Co., Ltd is a professional supplier for construction machinery located in Zhengzhou and 
Qingdao, China. Based on the two manufacture bases, HAMAC's Parent company occupies big market in domestic 
market, and built agents and distributors in China mainland. HAMAC is treated as an international brand to promote the 
overseas market. We are becoming a famous global brand in construction machinery industry. 

ABOUT HAMAC
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Note: HAMAC follows the principle of the perfecting the performance of the products, material and specification may changed 
without advice. The ultimate explanation belongs to HAMAC company.

ZHENGZHOU HAMAC AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
Tel: 0086-371-86525099  0086-151-36236223
Website: www.hamacchina.com 
Email: sales@hamacchina.com
Address: 57th, Kexue Avenue, National HI-TECH Industrial Development 
Zone, Zhengzhou, China 

TO BE YOUR DEVOTED PARTNER


